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Executive Summary
Migo is a multinational business that seeks to bridge the digital gap in emerging markets for
consumers. They provide an online-to-offline platform that allows consumers to go to the
nearest Migo WiFi zone to download videos and watch offline without buffering anytime. In
this project, we worked on the data mining task to predict customer’s purchase tendency for
the next month to increase Migo’s revenue.
Business Goal
The business goal of Migo is to increase the number of paid users. They would like to
identify who is the high-value customer, and adjust their marketing campaign monthly to
achieve steady growth. For example, they might give special discount for loyal or high-value
customer. Thus, a data mining solution that could assist Migo to find their potential
high-value consumers is expected. We believe our data mining prediction will benefit
marketing and business develop team in Migo for making managerial decision in the case of
precision marketing.
Data Mining Goal
To achieve business goal, our objective is to predict whether a user will purchase or not in
the upcoming month by the data of the past 2 weeks. As we consulted with Migo’s specialist,
we determined the time interval as one month since Migo is used to validate their campaign
results monthly.
Data
We have the dataset of transaction, engagement, download and title from 2017-09-01 to
2017-12-31. We transformed the raw data into 23 input variables, and the outcome will be
binary variable showing whether a customer will purchase or not.
Method and Evaluation
We applied naive bayes, logistic regression, decision tree and random forest. The
benchmark we considered to use is precision, since it’s more important for investors to know
who will really purchase within our prediction. We chose ROC curve as to evaluate our
prediction, the result turns out that random forest has the best performance.
Implementation
This is an ongoing analysis as new transactions are received by old users and as new users
start buying Migo products. The data need to be updated and run on a monthly basis.
Reconnendation
To sum up, we suggest Migo to consider the followings:
1. For those who will purchase in the next month, offer them an invitation code to invite
others visit Migo and get discount in return.
2. PisoMigo, 3-day UNLI Pass, Red MC starter pack and movie are the most popular
products and content type, further campaign could be targeting on these products.

3. The most important features recommended by several model is how many times
watched on the title instead of how much money customer spend, so the
engagement behavior could be a much more important factor compare to spending.

Problem Description
Background
Migo is a multinational company which aims to bridge the digital gap for consumers in the
emerging markets. They provide online-to-offline platform that consumers can go to the
nearest Migo WiFi zone to download videos, and watch offline at anytime, anywhere without
buffering. Though with great ambition, the amount and category of videos are limited due to
the limited storage space. Furthermore, Migo is new to market and still building its brand
identification, therefore, the number of paid users is not high. As you can see in figure 1, by
23,000 users in our transaction records, 96% of them did paid but most of them only spend
50 peso.

Figure 1. X: total spend in 4 month, Y: accumulated count
Business Goal
Our business goal is two-fold. First, we target to increase the number of paid users and
achieve steady growth; second, we propose marketing strategies for Migo’s monthly
campaign.
Data Mining Goal
Our data mining goal is to predict whether the user will purchase or not within the next 30
day. We determined the time interval as one month since Migo is used to validate their
campaign results monthly. It’s a supervised task because the main outcome variable of
interest will be the prediction of whether a user will buy or not (0,1). Since we are predicting
user’s action in the future, it’s a forward-looking task. Since we have customers’ location and
watching preference, we take privacy issue into consideration and take good care of their
data.

Data Discription and Preparation
Data Discription
Our data was provided by Migo, from time period 2017-09-01 to 2017-12-31. Transaction,
engagement, download and title table were given, and we end up using the three former

dataset for our data mining task. Transaction table is about which product customers have
purchased on Migo; engagement table refers to how many times customers have watched
on titles; download table means which title was downloaded by customers, please refer to
appendix-dataset.
Data Preparation
With these three tables, we organized them into input variables which other columns were
added. We are curious if the transaction timing matters (tran_main_weekday;
tran_main_ifweekend). For the engagement table, we grouped by customer ID and added on
some information about the title, such as which is the most frequent title type are watched by
customer (eg_most_freq_type). At the end, 23 input variables were used (see
appendix-input variables). Our outcome variable is the binary variable of purchase tendency,
which was transformed by the spent amount within 2 week by each unique ID. Figure 2 is
the sample of 5 rows:

Figure 2. Sample dataset
We would like to mention that for the unique ID in the whole dataset (24,591 records), 71%
of them (17,555 records) are shown in both transaction, engagement and download dataset.
So when we do prediction, we only used those who shows in common. Unlike common
business problem that it may have lots of users but only few of them have purchased, Migo
actually have a big proportion of customers that purchased.
Data Partition
We took X as each two weeks of data to predict the upcoming 30 days (Y), hence our time
window is 6 week in a cycle and repeat again in the next week.
The partition of training data and testing data is 66% versus 33%. The training data starts
from 2017-09-01 to 2017-11-10, with the size of 18,585 records in total; while the testing
data starts from 2017-11-03 to 2017-12-31, 9,154 records in total.

Data Mining Solution
Identify Important Features
Naive Bayes, logistic regression, decision tree and random forest were used and compared
in out data mining solution. First, we looked into decision tree to know what kind of variables
are important. As shown in appendix-decision tree, the first one is tr_visit_count, which
means how many times a customer has visited in the transaction dataset; the second is
eg_mean_abs_eg_mean, which infers the mean time of a customer watched on the title.
Then we used logistic regression model and tested on the coefficient. We see that most
important feature is if a customer watches on weekdays or weekends. When a customer
mostly watched on weekends, it is less possible for him to purchase (please refer to
appendix-logistic regression). Same as the result of decision tree, logistic regression also

shows us the most important features are how many times customer has visited and the
mean time of his watching.
Model Training
Our benchmark is focused on precision of customer-return (0: not return, 1: return), since
we consider investors will be more interested in how many customers will really purchase
Migo products. As we tried naive bayes, logistic regression and decision tree, the precision
of a customer will purchase in the next 30 days is around 0.42-0.46. However, by random
forest we can see quite an improvement in precision, which grows up to 0.57 (Figure 3).
There are also some important features that random forest tell us: the most important feature
is about the mean time of how long a customer watched on title (Figure 4).

Figure 3. The best model: random forest Figure 4. Feature importances from random forest
Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the performance by ROC curve. Random forest is the left one in orange line
with the largest AUC area, indicates the best performance compared to other models.

Conclusions
To sum up, here are the recommendations we propose:
1. For those who will purchase in the next month, offer them an invitation code to invite
others visit Migo and get discount in return.
2. PisoMigo, 3-day UNLI Pass, Red MC starter pack and movie are the most popular
products and content type, further campaign could be targeting on these products.
3. When it comes to deployment stage, we can not take too much variable in, but the
most important features recommended by several model is how many times watched

on the title instead of how much money customer spend, so the engagement
behavior could be a much more important factor compare to spending.
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